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ABSTRACT More recently an extremely comprehensive PSA has
been performed for the completed design of Sizewell B

This paper provides an outline of the three stages of for licensing purposes. The licensing process in the
PSA used for the Sizewell B PWR. These stages cover United Kingdom is very different from that in the
the use of PSA during design, licensing and (in future) United States and other countries. As a result the PSA
operation of Sizewell B. The paper discusses each of performed for the regulator (the Nuclear Installations
these stages in some detail, highlighting the differences Inspectorate - N11) was substantially different from a
in approach and lessons learnt at each stage. 'Standard PSA'. Although successful in the licensing

process, it was recognised that comparisons with other
1 INTRODUCTION PSAs was difficult, primarily due to the

comprehensive coverage and unwieldy nature of the
Nuclear Electric is responsible for the operation of all Sizewell B PSA.
commercial Nuclear Power Stations in England and
Wales. The latest station, Sizewell B, is the first PWR These difficulties led Nuclear Electric to re-orientate
to be built in the United Kingdom. It is virtually its PSA work to make it more consistent with other
complete and the commissioning of the station is well PSAs being performed worldwide. Nuclear Electric is
under way; full commercial operation is due by mid also in the process of discussing with the NII the
1994. merits of this approach. This more standard PSA will

be a supporting tool to be used during the operational
Although Nuclear Electric has performed PSAs for its phase of Szewel B.
operating power stations (Magnox and Advanced Gas
Cooled Reactors) this paper concentrates on the uses The above has outlined the three stages of PSA used
of PSA for the Sizewell B PWR. for Sizewell B. These cover the use of PSA during

design, licensing and operation of Sizewell B. The
Throughout the design phase of Sizewell B, Nuclear sections below discuss each of these stages in some
Electric (and its predecessor, the Central Electricity detail, highlighting the differences in approach and
Generating Board (CEGB)) performed the Architect lessons learnt for each stage.
Engineer role. PSA was used during the preliminary
and detailed design phases. Although the basis of the 2 DESIGN STAGE PSA
Sizewell B PWR was the Standardised Nuclear Unit
Power Plant System (SNUPPS) many design changes Although the Szewell B plant was based on the
were incorporated to meet UK licensing requirements SNUPPS design it was revised to meet the UK's own
and as a result of the application of PSA techniques safety requirements.
using a whole station model.

At the outset of the design process, a set of Design
The changes to the SNUPPS design were made in the Safety Guidelines were used to ensure a low risk plant
mid 1980s. In retrospect these design changes with no significant 'outliers' was designed. These
highlight the effectiveness of the UK design process as guidelines incorporated a mixture of deterministic and
the Sizewell B design meets or exceeds virtually all the probabilistic requirements. These requirements led to
requirements of the EPRI ALWR Requirements the provision of a high degree of diversity and
Document - even though that document has only redundancy in the plant. Some of the more significant
recently been issued. design features which were incorporated in the
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Sizewell B plant from the application of these Design changes which were identified at an early stage
requirements were: of the design by the application of probabilistic targets

included the following:
0) Two diverse protection systems used to initiate

Reactor Trip and actuation of the Engineered (i) Two battery charging switchboards supported
Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS). by small diesel generators were incorporated
The primary system is microprocessor based into the design. These provided an alternative
and the secondary system is hardwired to the normal route (i.e. essential electrical
(Laddic). boards) for charging the I 0 V d.c. batteries.

'Me provision of battery charging diesel
(i i) Two diverse shutdown systems. These are the generators has significantly increased the duty

Rod Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) and time for the batteries following a loss of
the Emergency Boration System (EBS) a fast essential electrics. This has meant that the
acting boron injection system. stearn driven plant controlled by the batteries

and backed up by the battery charging diesel
(iii) The diversity and redundancy of the auxiliary generators is adequate to maintain hot

feed-water system. (Two electric motor and shutdown conditions for many days post
two steam turbine driven pumps). Station Blackout.

(iv) The diversity of the safety injection system in (ii) The design basis for the Emergency Boration
large LOCAs 4 High Head and 2 Low Head System (EBS) has been revised. Events
Safety Injection pumps). involving RCP coastdown are now included as

Anticipated Transient Without Trip (ATWT)
M 'Me redundancy in small LOCAs 4 High initiators. The EBS design was improved such

Head Safety Injection Pumps and 2 Chemical that sufficient boron reaches the reactor core
Volume and Control System Pumps). even for the less frequent events involving

RCP coastdown.
(vi) The capability of both low head and high head

pumps to take suction from the containment The EBS loops have been designed to
sump. minimise the flow resistance and passage time

for the boric acid solution from the EBS to
(vii) The automatic switch-over to recirculation reach the core. The EBS isolation valves (to

following a LOCA. the primary circuit) are pneumatically opened
gate valves having an opening time of 2

(viii) The automatic pressuriser PORV block valve seconds from receipt of actuation signal.
closure. (The PORVs and PORV block valves Pneumatic actuation was chosen. in order to
were replaced by SEBIM valves in the final achieve a short opening time.
design).

(iii) Additional, diverse, isolation provisions have
(ix) Back-up steam driven emergency charging to been provided for the containment mini-purge

protect the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) isolation system. This was required as failure
seals. of the containment mini-purge isolation

following a LOCA was a significant failure
In the design stage an iterative process was entered mode of containment bypass (with intact core)
into. This involved preliminary probabilistic fault sequences for the SNUPPS design.
analyses; making improvements, where necessary, in
analysis and/or design in order to demonstrate that the As well as the above canges a preliminary Level 3
overall frequency of a 'large uncontrolled release' analysis showed the 'V' Sequence LOCA to be a
adequately satisfied the targets of the Design Safety dominant contributor to the risk of death to an
Guidelines. A large uncontrolled release was defined individual member of the public. As a consequence
as a dose to an -individual at the site fence (80 in from extra isolation valves were included in the Residual
the reactor centreline) of 100 mSv or more. Heat Removal suction lines and the design pressure

rating of some of the pipework was increased. Also
the preliminary Level 3 analysis led to a containment
design change to a 'Wet Cavity' design. This leads to
better containment integrity under severe accident
conditions.
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The above has outlined some of the significant design commitment was made to identify all sequences
features of the Sizewell B design which have increased leading to releases less than 100 mSv and to
the protection of the plant against accidents. Having demonstrate consistency with Transient and
finalised the design in detail, using the deterministic Radiological analyses in allocating all such sequences
and probabilistic requirements, the next stage in the to one of the target dose bands.
process was to perform a comprehensive PSA on the
final design of plant; this PSA would then be used in The requirement to identify a sequences leading to
the licensing process for Sizewell B. releases < 00 mSv was of itself quite onerous. It led

to the use of large event trees to model post-trip
3 LICENSING STAGE PSA behaviour of the systems which could lead to a small

radiological release - even with the core intact. This
'Me preliminary PSA produced for the design stage led to the event trees modelling the pressuriser relief
discussed above was used in the licensing process to system, condensers, secondary circuit relief system
gain a licence to construct Sizewell B. The regulators, and other ancillaries (the event trees do not model the
the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) reviewed success or failure of decay heat removal). These event
the PSA as a part of the whole safety case, trees led to many hundreds of sequences for each
consequently, as with the rest of the safety case, there initiating event analysed which had to be shown to be
was a reluctance to accept judgements of a best- within the design basis and to lead to doses
estimate nature. The emphasis required from the N11 < 100 mSv.
was to demonstrate and justify the completeness and
acceptability of the safety case (including the PSA). The requirement to demonstrate consistency with the
The N1 did however welcome the considerable effort transient analysis led to an even greater complication.
which had been devoted to producing the preliminary The transient analysis that had been performed was
PSA in support of the safety case. based on the design transients and contained generic

pessimistic assumptions throughout the data sets and in
The outcome of the N1 review was a series of detailed the modelling (i.e. in the computer analysis codes).
commitments which would be addressed in a more The aim of the use of pessimistic assumptions was
comprehensive PSA to be undertaken for the final originally conceived for the deterministic transient
design. Basically these commitments could be analysis work to allow for margins associated with
summarised as: other unknown effects. However, the output from the

event tree analysis was a list of thousands of very
i) Include all possible routes to a radioactive specific sequences and their associated frequencies. To

release in the PSA (including small releases) allow for transient analysis of these sequences, they
were reduced to a set of Limiting sequences for each

ii) Justify all assumptions made in the PSA event tree analysed. They were then further reduced to
whether covering data, success criteria, a set of Bounding Limiting sequences covering a
functionality, extent of modelling etc. number of different initiating event trees. At each

stage of the process the worst possible series of
Specific commitments were made to address all failures were combined to produce the bounding
initiating faults and all reactor operating states. sequence. Consequently the type of sequence analysed

by transient analysis had a large number of failures
The sub-sections which follow discuss the analysis for included in it. (Note: at this stage successful operation
small releases < 100 mSv at the site fence) and a of Auxiliary feedwater, safety injection etc. is assumed
large uncontrolled release > 0 mSv at the site based on the minimum safeguards requirements;
fence). They go on to discuss how we have increased typically only one pump out of 4 is assumed to work
the coverage of the analyses to address the successfully). An example of a bounding limiting
commitment to include all possible routes to a sequencers:
radioactive release. Finally this section discusses the
impact of the use of PSA in a regulatory framework. Initiating Fault: Unisollated Feed Line Break

3.1 Releases leading to doses < 100 mSv Further Failures:

The Design Safety Guidelines mentioned above set 0 RCS over pressure transient, up to 4
frequency targets for the small releases of radioactivity pressuriser relief valves fail to open.
as well as a frequency target for the 'large
uncontrolled release'. The preliminary PSA had 0 Failure of the Primary Protection System (trip
addressed these targets using a judgemental process. A occurs via the Secondary Protection System).
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• Loss of off-site power. Each fault tree typically consists of:

- Condensers assumed unavailable. 1500 components
900 gates

- Loss of Reactor Coolant Plumps at 10 inputs from event trees to fault trees.
worst time in transient (including pre-
trip). With cut-off frequencies set very low < 0-"/year

there are typically 5000 cut-sets per fault tree.
- Loss of main feed.

Because of the complexity of the analysis it became
• Loss of auxiliary feed control. apparent that many bounding assumptions and the

associated success criteria were grossly pessimising the
• Faflure of 2 RCCAs to insert on reactor trip. results from the fault tree analysis. For example the

Feed Line Break fault described above is assessed as
• SG overpressure on more than I SG. requiring 3oo4 Emergency Boration Tanks injecting

boron into the RCS. This requirement is, however,
The failures noted above are largely independent associated with the Feed Line Break fault with no
events and an estimate of the sequence frequency further failures; but the sequence frequency from
suggests a value less than 10-"/year! Because of the which the 3oo4 requirement came from is already less
way all sequences bounded by this are included in the than 10-"/year! The real requirement is probably I o4
bounding sequence frequency the above is associated (no other PWR plant has an Emergency Boration
with a sequence frequency of 29 x 10'/year. The system anyway).
above is then shown by (pessimistic) transient and
radiological analysis to lead to releases < 00 mSv. As the data derived for the probabilistic analysis was

being derived in a regulatory framework claims of data
The aount by which the pessimisms are compounded being 'best-estimate' were often questioned. This led
at each stage of the analysis is apparent. to a generic bias in the data to the pessimistic side

because such data could be more readily justified in a
The analysis involved in the generation of the event licensing submission. Likewise the modelling was also
tree sequences was further compounded by the large biased to the pessimistic side by counting failures in
number of initiating events (- 170) on the fault the data base which the modelling would assume to
schedule and the need to address all operating states. lead to loss of functionality whereas the actual failure

recorded in the data did not lead to total loss of
3.2 Releases leading to doses > 00 mSv functionality.

The commitment to include greater detail in the PSA 3.3 Contributions not previously assessed
led to an extensive fault schedule and an even more
extensive safeguard schedule (i.e. the list of success Following the commitment to identify all possible
criteria for feedwater, safety injection, boration etc.) radioactive releases the following have been included
because the failures from the event tree analysis could in the analysis:
affect the safeguard system requirements.

Beyond Design Basis Initiating Faults
This allied with the requirement for extensive detail in (BDBIFs)
the fault tree support system model I ing and the need to
address all operating states, has led to an extremely BDBIFs are faults where no specific protection
detailed and complex fault tree analysis( the fault tree has been designed into the plant. This does not
analysis primarily addresses the failure of decay heat mean, however, that a BDBIF would always
removal). Although faults have been bounded to lead to plant damage. A list of BDBIFs has
reduce the amount of analysis required (and therefore been produced (about 80 such faults have been
introduced the sort of conservatisms discussed above) identified) and case by case assessments made
there are still some: of the likelihood of plant damage (if any) and

the frequency of each fault.
61 fault trees analysed
58 systems modelled in the fault trees. Faults included in this category include the

Incredible Initiating Faults such as Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) failure, Steam
Generator failure and other major items. A
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large amount of effort has been expended to performed than those performed for the faults
analyse the integrity of the RPV and other associated with the reactor core. These
structural components using Fracture contributions are incorporated in the PSA
Mechanics analysis as well as ASME type results.
analysis.

3.4 Impact of the Use of PSA in a Regulatory
• Operator Errors (not covered elsewhere) Framework

It was recognised during the analysis that there The above has highlighted the way the PSA has been
may be contributions (albeit few) from greatly increased in scope to provide as complete a
operator errors that could lead to plant damage PSA is possible. The highly complex and exhaustive
which had not been included in the event tree analysis has led Nuclear Electric to think about the
or fault tree or other analyses. Therefore a benefits and drawbacks of such a detailed and
further route for the inclusion of other complete PSA. This section tries to highlight such
significant operator errors has been lessons learnt.
incorporated into the analysis. This 'direct
estimation' route (largely based on reviews of A detailed review of the results of the PSA has also
Operating Instructions) extends the coverage led to a much greater understanding of the types of
of the quantification of operator errors beyond failure sequence that can lead to a significant release.
the normal coverage of a fault tree analysis. Indeed the reviews of individual cut-sets has led

Nuclear Electric to identify (among other things):
• Internal and External Hazards

0 The types of sequences that are leading to
Hazards have been addressed by various releases > 00 mSv and hence if a particular
combinations of techniques such as event and type is dominant.
fault trees and the extensive use of engineering
judgement. ID outline the analysis consisted of 0 If there are any other safeguards systems
a three stage process: which could be used (whether in it's intended

role or in an off-normal role) to prevent the
i) Production of a comprehensive list of damage occurring.

possible hazards (about 60 such
hazards were identified). 0 Any further Operator actions that may prevent

the damage occurring.
ii) Use of a screening process to

eliminate hazards not possible at 9 If more frequent testing of equipment could
Sizewell, or of very low frequency or significantly reduce the frequency of releases
bounded by another fault or hazard > 100 mSv.
being analysed.

The cutset review process was entered into in order to
iii) Quantification of the hazards not identify which conservatisms were significantly

screened out. affecting the results. Performing the review process
itself has increased our understanding of the effects of

Contributions to the frequency of plant many of the assumptions made in the analysis.
damage are incorporated in the PSA.

'Me use of detailed analysis overcomes the uncertainty
Non-reactor Core Sources of Radioactivity associated with gross judgements. For example at the

Design stage the effects of Shutdown conditions and
Because the commitment was made to include Hazards were presumed to be secondary to the
all possible routes to a radioactive release, 'traditional' internal plant faults at power. The
including smaLl releases, the analysis has complex analysis is now showing that the shutdown
considered more than the traditional 'core conditions and hazards are significant; indeed hazards
melt' sequences. 'Me non-core sources occurring while at shutdown are also significant.
considered include contributions from the
radwaste plant and the fuel buildingthandling The need to systematically identify and consider, in
faults. These faults have generally been some way, all possible routes to a release greater than
addressed using event tree and fault tree 100 mSv means that failures other than core melt have
techniques, although simpler analyses were been considered.
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The analysis performed has put Nuclear Electric into The low Core Melt Frequency has arisen from
a position where it has an unprecedented understanding the diversity provided in the Sizewell B
of the Sizewell B design and the way the systems design, principally:
interact. This places us in an excellent position for any
future work in assessing the potential benefits and (i) Two diverse protection systems - the
limitations of future designs. primary protection system based on

microprocessors and the secondary
4 OPERATIONAL STAGE PSA protection system based on hardwired

modules (Laddic).
The previous section has discussed the impact of using
PSA in a regulatory framework. 'Me results of the (ii) Two diverse shutdown systems - the
analysis have been used to demonstrate a low 'risk' RCCAs and the fast acting Emergency
from the Sizewell B design and have been instrumental Boration System.
in gaining permission to operate Sizewell B. However,
it is difficult to compare these results (and hence (iii) Diversity for RCP seal protection -
compare levels of safety of different reactor designs) seal injection via electrically driven
with other 'standard' PSAs. pumps and emergency seal injection

via steam driven pumps.
Nuclear Electric is currently aiming to produce a
'Living PSA' which w be consistent with standard Without the diversity measures listed above,
PSAs. The principal benefit of such an approach will the Core Melt Frequency would be calculated
be to allow speedy re-analysis to be performed of the to be in excess of 1.0 E-5/year. 'Me
entire PSA. The aim is to develop the Living PSA Sizewell B design process has produced a
such that it becomes a toot Station Staff will use to aid design of plant which meets the most stringent
their day to day decision making processes with of design requirements currently available or
respect to the operation of the plant. being produced.

Quick run times are a necessary pre-cursor to the 5 CONCLUSIONS
acceptance by operators of the usefulness of PSA in
the operational phase of Sizewell B. Having performed This paper has outlined the way PSA has been used by
the complex and exhaustive analysis discussed Nuclear Electric to fulfil three distinct roles:
previously, Nuclear Electric are in the unprecedented
position of being able to justify the scope of the Living (i) During design as a tool to help develop a
PSA based on analysis already performed. In this way, modern, advanced, design.
the judgements about wat needs to be included or
excluded can be firmly based rather than remain as (i i) For licensing purposes to demonstrate the
unsupported judgements which is the normal position. robustness of the design and the low risk

nature of the plant.
Work on the Living PSA has recently started. In
preparing to produce the Living PSA Nuclear Electric (iii) To provide station operators with the tools to
has reviewed the exhaustive analysis performed and allow them to operate the station safely and
drawn a number of conclusions with respect to the effectively.
Sizewell B design. The major conclusions are as
follows: The PSA performed in the licensing context has been

one of the most complex and comprehensive PSAs
• The Core Melt Frequency for internal carried out. Tis has put Nuclear Electric in an

initiators based on a Standard PRA unprecedented position to carry forward the analysis to
methodology would be - .5 x E-6/year. develop a Living PSA which addresses all significant

contributors but allows the analysis to be speedily
• The contributions from Power and Shutdown performed as is required for its intended use as an

would be fairly evenly split. operational tool.

• For the Sizewell B site the Core Melt The Sizewell B design has been demonstrated to be a
Frequency for External Initiators would be design which meets the most up to date requirements
substantially less than the contribution from for modem Nuclear Power Stations.
Internal Initiators.
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